THIS
WILL
KILL
THAT

Victor Hugo likened architecture to writing.

“Language operates between literal and
metaphorical signification. The power of a
words lies in the very inadequacy of the
context it is placed, in the unresolved or
partially resolved tension of disparates. A
word fixed or a statement isolated without
any decorative or “cubist” visual format
becomes a perception of similarity in dissimilars--in short, a paradox.

Stones were letters.
Words were formed when stones were laid
upon
stone.
The stones at Carnac formed a sentence.
Medieval cathedrals were books of stone.
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This
is reversed in 1968 when
Robert Smithson equates:
a brick = a word
a sentence = a room
a paragraph = a floor of rooms.
.
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What you hold in your hands is based on
the premise that if stones are words and
words are bricks, then this is as much
a sculpture than anything in three
dimensions. If both sculpture and words
can be “one thing after another,”1 then

“This rock at Rio de Janeiro is
celebrated.
Around it range the tangled mountains,
bathed by the sea.
Palms, banana trees; tropical splendor
animates the site. One stops, one
installs one’s armchair.

Crack!

the four
obliques of a perspective. Your room is
installed before the site. The whole sea
landscape enters your room.

The pact with nature has been sealed!
By means available to town planning it
is possible to enter nature in the lease.”2
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Seen written in the sidewalk:
TR WAS AT
Followed by:
SANCOON
2013
CONSTRUCTION

1. Donald Judd, “Specific Objects,” 1965.
2. Le Corbusier and Francois de Pierrefeu, The Home of Man, 1948.
3. William Shakespeare, King Lear, Act IV, scene vi, 1608.
4. Robert Smithson, Press Release “LANGUAGE to be LOOKED at
and/or THINGS to be READ,” 1967.

“Come on, sir; here’s the place. Stand still. How fearful

And dizzy ‘tis to cast one’s eyes so low!

The crows and choughs that wing the midway air
Show scarce so gross as beetles. Halfway down

Hangs one that gathers sampire--dreadful trade!

Methinks he seems no bigger than his head.

The fishermen that walk upon the beach,
Appear like mice; and yond tall anchoring bark,

Diminish’d to her cock, her cock, a buoy

Almost too small for sight. The murmuring surge,

That on th’ unnumb’red idle pebble chafes,
Cannot be heard so high. I’ll look no more,

Lest my brain turn, and the deficient sight

Congruity could be disrupted by a metaphorical complexity within a system of becomes
incantory
when
all
metaphors
are
suppressed. Here language is built, not
written. Yet discursive literalness is apt to be
a container for a radical metaphor. Literal
statements often conceal violent analogies.
The mind resists the false identity of such
circumambient suggestions, only to accept
an equally false logical surface. Banal words
function as a feeble phenomena that fall into
thier own mental bogs of meaning. An emotion is suggested and demolished in one
glance by certain words. Other words
constantly shift or invert themselves without
ending, these could be called “suspended
words.” Simple statements are often based
on language fears, and sometimes result in
dogma or a non-sense.” 4

Topple down headlong.”
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so are these words like any other then?

